AINOS(WITZ)

Driver Training Program

In order to become a AINOS(WITZ) driver, applicants must complete the application form, background screening and orientation. Following orientation, drivers will complete an in-person ride with a driver trainer.

APPLICATION FORM

Drivers must complete an application form and initial screening via phone or in person interview. During the phone or in person interview applicants will be given an overview of AINOS(WITZ) and inform drivers that a background check must be conducted to continue with the application process. Drivers will be initially screened to pass basic qualifications such as:

• At least 21 years of age
• Valid California Driver’s License
• Valid Personal Car Insurance

BACKGROUND CHECK

AINOS(WITZ) conducts an independent background check of each candidate who passes the initial screening. AINOS(WITZ) confirms driver’s background check complies with CPUC standards to ensure driver and passenger safety.

No conviction within the past seven (7) years of the following:
• Sex offender
• Driving under the influence of drugs and alcohol
• Fraud
• Use of a motor vehicle to commit a felony
• A crime involving property damage
• Theft
• Acts of violence
• Acts of terror

ORIENTATION

Upon passing the background check, AINOS(WITZ) applicants attend a one hour in person or via video conference driver orientation. Drivers will learn about AINOS(WITZ), how to use the app, and safety and support on the road.

• Car Inspection - During the orientation, each driver’s car is independently given a 19-point inspection.
• About AINOS(WITZ) - Drivers will be given an overview of the AINOS(WITZ) and how connects families and drivers.
• Driver Safety - Drivers will watch training videos on safety tips, how to contact support, and be reminded of AINOS(WITZ) ZERO TOLERANCE policy for driving under the influence.
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